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Second marriages...
...an inheritance dilemma

THEME - NEW BEGINNINGS

The number of people marrying for the second or even third time is higher than ever,
but it can bring difficult decisions. Second marriages often leave spouses torn between
the need to provide for their present partner and ensure that children from their
previous marriage receive an inheritance.
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spouse for the rest of their life, or until

and no difficult decisions arise.

remarriage if you wish. Upon their death or
remarriage, the property goes to your

However, second marriages create tough

children. The will can also stipulate that the

choices. You may want to leave your entire

surviving spouse may move to a new

estate to your surviving spouse

property so long as it is on the same terms.
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we have a specialist
solicitor that can help.
The law can be complex and
confusing, but our lawyers will help
you and your family find a solution.
We deliver a personal service, will
keep you informed every step of the
way and make sure you understand
the implications of anything we do
on your behalf.
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